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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

GAME OVERVIEW

Discover the Nomadland Island, buy land, build farms , produce mystic flames, battle epic monsters and carnivore plants, capture and 
train the captured monsters and carnivore plants, evolve in rank and produce new weapons and armours, fight in Arena against other 
players- in this blockchain based NFT’s Action RPG & strategy game built on Unreal Engine

Come dive into the NOMADLAND universe, WIN tokens as you play!

Get rewards when you stake or make BNB purchases in the game

In-game NFTs are obtained via big monster and carnivore plants fights. The NFTs in Nomadland are not like the typical "collectible 
card" NFTs so common in crypto today. Instead, they are usable and functional NFTs that can be inserted into the Nomadland Game 
Framework and become special in-game items : weapons, armours, special moves, and super powers. These NFTs can be bought or 
sold both in the in-game exchanges (market place) or in 3rd party NFT exchanges outside the game world.

Players can stake the in-game currency (the NOMADLAND NOMAD native token) by purchasing or investing in in-game NFT’s, players 
earn rewards as in-game businesses generate revenue.

All of these elements are built and run on the Binance Smart Chain. Each function is intertwined with the blockchain, and the NOMAD 
in-game currency is creatively used for these functions. 

Built on Unreal Engine with the Nomadland Game Framework



Ranzuhn is a mysterious character. Found on a beach around the age of 5 by his adoptive mother, he grow up in a nomadic tribe who 
settled in the hostile RINK MOUNTAINS.

He always had to hide the glass parts of his body so as not to be beaten by other children. He grew up in this village and learned to 
hunt, stealthily move and fight against creatures sometimes twice as big as him.
But one day when he comes back from hunting, he sees his village on fire, his best friend running towards him ‘’ RANZUHN !! RUN !! 
They’re here for you ! ... ‘’ and fall in front of him, an arrow planted in the back. A horde of guards began to run towards him. He had to 
leave. 

Rink mountain is a very young mountain compared to the origin of Ranzuhn. Originally created by the volcanic pressure which is 
exerted way under thickness, the mountain is in permanent movement and sharp rocks strewn its surface. The landslides and broken 
pieces of rock naturally form weird heaps.
Rink mountain is characterized by the color of its orange pink rock.
In this harsh climate, some cold resistant plants still manage to grow, which allows the present fauna and the inhabitants to survive 
(when they are not carnivores).

RINK MOUNTAIN

CHARACTERS



The Thunderous Uplands
The Thunderous Uplands is a dangerous environment to live. Severe thunderstorms permanently strike its heights, preventing 
plantsfrom growing. Thousands of years of almost permanent rain have dug very deep crusts where life is organized. Tha absence of 
light in these hollows has forced the trees to grow very high and the plants, almost all carnivores, to feed on water and insects living 
around and create light themselves. In this not very hospitable huge vertical forest, a people of fisherman settled and their shamans 
exploit the virtues of plants.



NATIVE TOKEN
Play the game, explore the map for native token
• No more boring staking 
• Invest in in –game business makes money
• Purchase in game NFT’s to generate rewards

GAME PLAY
Create your account, start customizations for a unique profile
Gradually discover the map and fight against the monsters and 
carnivorous plants encountered
Collect mystical recipes that will allow you to create new weapons or 
armors
Build and continuously upgrade the farm where you can grow domestic 
plants to create the necessary resources: collect as many mystical 
flames as possible – they will help you advance faster in the game and 

NOMADD – native token is the main in – game currency
Fully integrated with the Binance Smart Chain and can be sent 
seamlessly from wallet to wallet inside and outside the game 
world
• Can be obtained from fighting monsters , carnivore plants

sustain you in fights
Begin the domestication and training of monsters and carnivorous plants that you will defeat in battle, by feeding them daily they get more 
domesticated and grow in skills
The strategy you apply in farm building allows you to advance faster with all game aspects: grow more domestic plants – produce more 
mistic flames, enlarge the farm to make place for more domestication and training cages, continuously improves the power of weapons 
and armor you own 

Protect your farm against hard climate and other players attacks

After the battles in Nomadland you can get weapons or shields that you can't build on your farm, they are very rare and can only be 
obtained by fighting or purchasing them in the form of NFT's
Attack the farm of other players to capture their resources, this fights take place as a one to one battle between players, it is a WIN ALL 
fight , be careful who you provoke. In this fights you can bring all domesticated monsters and carnivore plants you own – creating a real 
advantage against your opponent
Use the market place to buy or sell : mystic flames resources, NFT’s
In-game NFTs are obtained via big monster and carnivore plants fights. The NFTs in Nomadland are not like the typical "collectible card" 
NFTs so common in crypto today. Instead, they are usable and functional NFTs that can be inserted into the Nomadland Game Framework 
and become special in-game items : weapons, armours, special moves, and super powers.
These NFTs can be bought or sold both in the in-game exchanges (market place) or in 3rd party NFT exchanges outside the game world.

Players can stake the in-game currency (the NOMADLAND NOMAD native token) by purchasing or investing in in-game NFT’s, players 
earn rewards as in-game businesses generate revenue.

All of these elements are built and run on the Binance Smart Chain. Each function is intertwined with the blockchain, and the NOMAD 
in-game currency is creatively used for these functions.
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Find, farm, and collect functional NFT s
*NFTs such as epic weapons, fast mounts, and in–game super powers
*NFTs can be used in - game as functional items, and can be sold at in-game auction houses or on 3rd party exchanges outside the 
game world

NFT S OVERVIEW



The NFT tokens in Nomadland are active weapons, armours, special moves which can be used in the game. While many NFTs currently 
in the crypto space are strictly collectibles or "artwork", the NFTs in the Nomadland NFT Framework server multiple uses.

Players can use the NFT’s in the game or transfer them out of the game and sell them or exchange them on 3rd party sites.

 Because we want the players to be the rightful owners of the elements obtained in the game, besides NFT’s we make available to the 
players the acquisition of land

There is a small surface of the island which is divided into plots that can be bought by players

the advantages of purchasing an island plot are innumerable, from a unique game functions to possibility of resale in time at a higher 
price due to limited plots for sale 

BUY LAND



The Nomadland native token will be used to purchase and swap for NFTs in-game and outside the game world. We foresee this being 
one of the main uses of the token. The in-game auction houses will allow players to list their NFTs for sale and swap them for the 
Nomadland native token.

The Nomadland token is connected to and synchronized with the Binance Smart Chain. As such, it can be easily, quickly, and cheaply 
sent from one wallet to another or the network. It can also be sent into and out of the Nomadland universe.

The primary use of the token is as the native in-game currency of the Nomadland island. The currency is used to purchase NFTs such 
as weapons, armours, special moves.

TOKEN USE

How to obtain tokens in-game

The in-game token is obtained in various ways

- players get rewards in NOMAD tokens by getting higher game ranking
- farming allows players to produce resources which can be sold to other players at the market place, allowing then to win Nomad 
tokens
- staking NOMAD token give nice benefits by receiving NOMAD token rewards
- sell limited resources as Land or NFT’s you own at higher prices then initially purchased 

Whenever these trades took place to buy or sell NFT’s (weapons, armour) in-game tokens resulted as fee are sent to the burn address.

BUILT ON Unreal Engine

CONCEPT AND ART DEVELOPMENT

Roadmap

2020/2021

Token presale & partnerships, story & mission development.
The presale is planned during November 2021, the development of the core 
concepts, as well as the historic missions within the game are already underway.

2021 Q4

Signing of agreements with partners & the start of development. The hunt for 
suitable partners has begun NFT Storefront Partnership 

2021 Q4

TESTNET AND BETA ACCES

2022 Q2

NOMADLAND Game Goes Live

2022 Q3
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